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separate ways. Well, I also want our senior year to be memorable, one that will strengthen ties formed during the past few years. I've heard ideas for activities, including a second annual talent show and a Cape Cod trip. I'd like to be active in planning Senior Week and commencement. Class officers should have the concern and time to take it to work effectively in coordinating a large group. I feel I'm qualified to do a purposeful job. Please vote for me... and vote Debbie Uthe for your vice-president.

Secretary-Treasurer

Jenny Ford

Hi. I'm Jenny Ford, and last year I served as secretary/ treasurer. Last year I learned how to get things done, which realistically set my views of what can be accomplished by the class, and how things should be done. I'll promise an open, representative structure that will organize a junior class function, an event like the Talent Show, and financial success for the donut stand. These things will be done and done right. (Maybe they'll prove easier than designing an acceptable ring.)

Well, have a good day, and if you want to talk, stop me... I'm around.

Kevin Mazula

Vice President candidate

Therese Prissy, Secretary/Treasurer candidate Frank McNeil, and I have discussed what we'd try to achieve if elected. First, I believe that the purpose of EDUCATION IS NOT TOTALLY ACADEMIC. Striving for excellence includes both academic achievement and success in social activities and living groups.

Last year we didn't do enough together. This is where we can add to our efforts... more interaction and more friendships. (Please see the continuation under Therese Prissy)

Executive Committee

Tabetha Frey

Senior year has the potential to be our best year at MIT. I am running for Executive Committee because I would like to make it the best. The traditional Senior Week, graduation and the whole year can be great if we have enthusiastic officers. I have worked for our class before: Vice President of the class sophomore year, Vice President of the class sophomore year, I enjoyed and hope to be given another opportunity. I have a few ideas, more contact with the Alumni Office and the regional alumni groups before we graduate so we can gather information about that. Various parts of the country we will be scattering to, so a second extended talent show and I am always open to your suggestions.

Bring your I.D. to Lobby 10 on April 11 and remember to vote for Tabetha Frey for Executive Committee.

Class of ‘81

President

Jenny Ford

Hi. I'm Jenny Ford, and last year I served as u-secretary/ treasurer. Last year I learned how to get things done, which realistically set my views of what can be accomplished by the class, and how things should be done. I'll promise an open, representative structure that will organize a junior class function, an event like the Talent Show, and financial success for the donut stand. These things will be done and done right. (Maybe they'll prove easier than designing an acceptable ring.)

Well, have a good day, and if you want to talk, stop me... I'm around.

Kevin Mazula

Vice President candidate

Therese Prissy, Secretary/Treasurer candidate Frank McNeil, and I have discussed what we'd try to achieve if elected. First, I believe that the purpose of EDUCATION IS NOT TOTALLY ACADEMIC. Striving for excellence includes both academic achievement and success in social activities and living groups.

Last year we didn't do enough together. This is where we can add to our efforts... more interaction and more friendships. (Please see the continuation under Therese Prissy)

Secretary-Treasurer

Laurie Christopher

I'm not going to make a campaign speech, but I will say what I intend to do if I am elected. I would like to keep in close touch with the class on all matters. When the class speaks, the student government should listen. I would also see that financial matters will be well attended to. The doughnut stand will be well run, and activities will be well organized.

But again, most of all, government is representative and is supposed to answer only to the people. So vote, and talk to the candidates and let them know how you feel.

Mark Fogel

Class government's purpose at MIT is not to pull together some, but rather, many hundreds of students of many varied interests into one coherent group and label them sophomores. Besides being an unattainable goal, there is no need for it, living groups serve the need of a student to belong.

Since a student's life circles around his or her living group, the purpose of class officers is to get sophomores to know each other. Of course class government should represent the class interests with the administration.

Executive Committee

Mark Fogel

Class government's purpose at MIT is not to pull together some, but rather, many hundreds of students of many varied interests into one coherent group and label them sophomores. Besides being an unattainable goal, there is no need for it, living groups serve the need of a student to belong.

Since a student's life circles around his or her living group, the purpose of class officers is to get sophomores to know each other. Of course class government should represent the class interests with the administration.

Duncan Borland

I love MIT and am tired of being told that I'm supposed to hate it until I graduate. Sure the work is hard and it's hard to talk to people sometimes, but I put up with that because the Institute is the best place I could be. The best way to make MIT friendlier to us is to be friendlier to it. If we love it, it'll love us back. I would like more class unity and support because I think they'd make MIT more fun. I want to organize some class activities, such as fund-raising, a party, and a picnic next year.

Granalt Dunchas

Last year, the sophomore class officers experienced several problems. I want to organize some class activities, such as fund-raising, a party, and a picnic next year.

Jay Glass

As elected representatives, our class officers have a duty to remain sensitive to our classmates' problems. The class president in particular should speak up and act when a problem arises. For the president can best gain attention.

I'm Jay Glass, and I'll speak up. I propose: - a general class survey at least twice a term to solicit the views and problems of our class. The compiled "gripe sheet" will be circulated with some concrete work to be done. - a poll to decide ring design; no free rings; complimentary rings raffled off to raise money.

I want your support tomorrow, Thanks.